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地球の水の起源 
～計算機でごり押しできそうなことをつらつらと～ 

天体衝突による大気・海散逸 
水供給プロセスの現状・問題点・改良点 



地球の水	

どれくらいあるの？	

海水：1.4 x1021kg 
地球質量：6.0 x1024kg	

地球質量のたった0.023%	
ただし、地球内部に5倍の 
海洋質量ぐらい入っているかも	

 

地球の水量 ~ 1x10-3ME	

cf. 現在の小惑星帯の総質量 5x10-4ME	



(3) 円盤ガス	

(2) 小惑星帯・氷微惑星 
(e.g., carbonaceous chondrites, comets) 

“Life in the Universe” (Bennet et al. 2003) 

水の供給源	

(1) もともと地球を形成した微惑星	
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小惑星帯は枯渇している 

Figure	  from	  Weidenschilling	  1977	

小惑星帯は、予測されるよりも	  
100〜1000倍枯渇している	

含水率	6 S.N. Raymond et al. / Icarus 168 (2004) 1–17

Fig. 2. Water content of various types of chondrites in our Solar System,
with approximate values for the positions of the parent bodies. Water per-
centages from Abe et al. (2000).

due to the very long hydration timescales in the solar neb-
ula (Fegley, 2000). This implies that hydrated bodies could
only form by accreting ice, which then reacted as liquid wa-
ter with the anhydrous minerals when sufficiently heated
(by radioactive, frictional or collisional heating). The current
distribution of water-rich vs. dry classes of asteroids may be
a record of the position of the snow line in the solar nebula
(neglecting possible orbital migration of asteroids). This di-
vision occurs at roughly 2–2.5 AU in our Solar System, and
corresponds to a nebular temperature of ! 170 K (Hayashi,
1981). A density increase immediately past the snow line is
expected due to the “cold trap” effect (Stevenson and Lu-
nine, 1988), and is expressed in Eq. (1).
There is a large uncertainty in the position of the snow

line in the solar nebula. The standard notion of a snow line
around 4–5 AU can explain the rapid formation of Jupiter in
a high density environment immediately past the snow line.
However, as mentioned above, volatile-rich classes of aster-
oids are found as close as 2–2.5 AU, and are presumably
a fossil record of ice-bearing material. Models of proto-
planetary disks around T Tauri stars by Sasselov and Lecar
(2000) result in snow lines as close as 1 AU to the central
stars, depending primarily on the stellar luminosity and the
rate of accretional heating within the disk. As these quan-
tities evolve with time, so might the position of the snow
line migrate change with time. The nebular models of Bell
et al. (1997) show that the temperature profile of the disk
changes with the mass accretion rate therein, which should
decrease monotonically with time. The position in the neb-
ula at 170 K moves inward in time, from past 10 AU for
Ṁ = 10"5M# yr"1 to inside 1 AU for Ṁ = 10"9M# yr"1
(Fig. 1 from Bell et al., 1997). If one assumes a constant total
rate of mass accretion as a function of time of 0.1M# yr"1,
the time spent by the nebula in various stages of evolution
can be inferred (Monika Kress, personal communication).
The 170 K radius moves approximately from 4–5 AU at

1 Myr to 1.5–3 AU at 10 Myr (inferred from Fig. 1 of Bell
et al., 1997, and Fig. 3 of Bell et al., 2000).
We expect planetary embryos to form anywhere the

timescale for their formation is shorter than the timescale
for disruption. The formation timescale depends strongly on
the local surface density, which is enhanced past the snow
line by the condensation of water vapor into ice. Disrup-
tion occurs in the central Solar System via the formation
of Jupiter and Saturn, whose gravitational influence plays
a large part in the dynamics of planetesimals from 2.5 to
20 AU. This scenario is further complicated by the inward
drift of the snow line, causing the formation timescale of em-
bryos to vary with time. In certain regions “super embryos”
may form, perhaps at very early times in the Jupiter–Saturn
region. It is also conceivable that in certain circumstances
these super-embryos may form further in, on a timescale
comparable to that for the dissipation of gas from the disk.
We form such systems when the 3 : 1 Jupiter resonance lies
exterior to the snow line (see Section 2.1).
Our choice of a snow line at 2.5 AU is close to that for

the “minimum-mass solar nebula” model of Hayashi (1981),
and lies in a range consistent with the asteroid data. We have
also run a small number of simulations with snow lines at
2 and 5 AU, to test the sensitivity our model to its location.
These are discussed in the Results section.
As a baseline, we divide each of the planetary systems

into three regions according to water content-planetesimals
beyond 2.5 AU have 5% water by mass, those inward of
2 AU have water content of 0.001% by mass, and between
2–2.5 AU lie planetesimals with intermediate water content
of 0.1% by mass. This distribution of water among the plan-
etesimals can be seen in the first panel of the accretion sim-
ulations we show below (Fig. 3, for example). The results of
our calculations are such that the intermediate planetesimal
class, in terms of water content, does not affect the overall
conclusions regarding delivery of water to Earth. Thus, one
can think of the simulations as positing two regions—one
water-rich beyond 2–2.5 AU and one water poor inward of
that—and then following through the collisional history of
the planetesimals the delivery of water to the final few ter-
restrial planets remaining at the end of each simulation.

2.3. Numerical method

We integrate all simulations for 200 Myr using Mer-
cury (Chambers, 1999). We use the hybrid integrator, which
uses a second-order mixed variable symplectic algorithm
when objects are separated by more than 3 Hill radii, and
a Burlisch–Stoer method for closer encounters. Planetary
embryos and “planetesimals” are both self-gravitating, and
treated in the same way. We use a 6 day timestep, in order
to have 15 timesteps per orbit for the innermost orbits in
our initial conditions at 0.5 AU. Our simulations conserve
energy to better than 1 part in 104, and angular momen-
tum to 1 part in 1011. Collisions conserve linear momentum
and do not take fragmentation into account. These simula-
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FIG. 2. Eccentricity versus semimajor axis for the massive embryos (filled
circles, area proportional to mass of the embryo) and the test particles (crosses)
at four different times. Jupiter is introduced in the simulation at 10 My.

In this embryo simulation, we end upwith two terrestrial plan-
ets. One has amass of 1.3M!, at 0.68AU,with eccentricity 0.15
and inclination 5"; this represents a somewhat massive and ec-
centricVenus. The other planet has amass of 0.48M!, at 1.5AU,
with eccentricity 0.03 and inclination 23"; this represents a very
massive Mars on an inclined orbit. Only two of the embryos
hit the Sun in the course of the simulation, bringing a negligi-
ble amount of mass (less than 1/27M!, or less than 1/135 the
original mass of embryos). Most of the mass (64%) was ejected
from the system, either as unaltered embryos or as more massive
embryos which had already accreted some material.
We performed several simulations of test particles in the grav-

itational potential of these embryos. In all the simulations in this
and the following section, the test particles are started on cir-
cular planar orbits, with angles randomly distributed between 0
and 360". The semimajor axes are uniformly distributed within
a given range. Unless otherwise stated, this range is 2 to 4 AU. In
the first simulation (A1), we considered 100 particles. We fol-
lowed the dynamical evolution of the test particles from time
zero to 10 My, when the only massive bodies present were
the Sun and the embryos. The dynamical excitation gained by
the test particles is moderate during this first stage and only
two are lost (see Fig. 2, top-left panel, and Fig. 3 showing the
number of test particles remaining in the whole system and their
mean dynamical excitation versus time). When Jupiter is added
at time10My, the excitation starts to increasemuchmorequickly
(it doubles in about 2 My) and particles begin to hit the Sun or
become ejected from the system (Fig. 3).

The dramatic change in the asteroids’ evolution that occurs
when Jupiter is introduced into the simulation is due to the com-
plex interplay between the gravitational scattering of the em-
bryos and the dynamics induced by the giant planet. Indeed,
the effect of Jupiter alone on an isolated body located outside
mean motion resonances is to induce a secular oscillation of
the eccentricity with a typically moderate amplitude; the body
is not subject to radial migration. For bodies in strong mean
motion resonances the eccentricity has large amplitude oscil-
lations and may also evolve chaotically, reaching values close
to unity. In this case the body may cross the orbit of Jupiter
and be ejected on a hyperbolic orbit or collide with the Sun.
However, the resonances cover only a small fraction of the
space, so that only a small fraction of the population of bod-
ies would have this kind of fate. If, in addition to Jupiter, the
body is perturbed by one or more massive embryos, the close
encounters with the latter produce a sort of random walk in
semimajor axis. Consequently, the body may enter and exit the
resonances with Jupiter, each passage through a resonance re-
sulting in a large change in its eccentricity and inclination. In
the presence of the massive embryos only, i.e., before Jupiter
has acquired a large mass, the gravitational scattering still re-
sults in semimajor axis mobility of the body, but the absence
of large and powerful jovian resonances does not allow strong
pumping of e and i nor fast ejection on a hyperbolic orbit.
Note that this mechanism also applies to the embryos them-
selves.

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the percentage of particles remaining in the
system (solid line) and theirmeandynamical excitation #

!
e2 + sin2(i) $ (dashed

line). This corresponds to the reference simulation A1, with 100 particles on
initially planar, circular orbits between 2 and 4 AU.

Petit et al. (2001) 木星との平均運動共鳴	  
原始惑星による重力散乱	  



Grand Tack Model 

Walsh et al. (2011) 



小惑星・彗星による供給	

0.1 ~ 50 Moce	

< 0.3 Moce	
～0.1 Moce	

彗星による水の供給は少ない（0.3Moce以下） 

小惑星帯からの水の供給はかなり 
バラエティーがありそうだ 

Petit et al. (2001) 
Gomes et al. (2005) 
O’Brien et al. (2007) 
Walsh et al. (2011)	



水供給量	

計算上の都合	  
　・ 小惑星帯に原始惑星と微惑星を置く	  
　・ 木星を突然（例えば10My）置く	  
　・ 解像度の問題	  
　　　　（微惑星１個で10倍海洋質量を供給）	  

改良できそうな点	  
　・ 「微惑星➡原始惑星」をグローバルに解く	  
　・ ガス惑星の置き方and/orパラメータスタディ	  
　・ 粒子数を増やす（１万〜１０万）	  
　　　　（最低でも微惑星１個で1倍海洋質量）	  

問題点	  
　・ 惑星形成プロセスが定まっていない	  



多様な惑星系での水の供給 

 

from	  Maruyama,	  Ikoma,	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  Genda	  et	  al.	  (2013)	  

多様な系外惑星系	  

どのタイプの	  
惑星系が適当か？	  

 



水100%	

水10%	

水1%	

Super-Earthsの水量 

岩石	

水	



まとめ	

計算上の都合	  
　・ 小惑星帯に原始惑星と微惑星を置く	  
　・ 木星を突然（例えば10My）置く	  
　・ 解像度の問題	  
　　　　（微惑星１個で10倍海洋質量を供給）	  

改良できそうな点	  
　・ 「微惑星➡原始惑星」をグローバルに解く	  
　・ ガス惑星の置き方and/orパラメータスタディ	  
　・ 粒子数を増やす（１万〜１０万）	  
　　　　（最低でも微惑星１個で1倍海洋質量）	  

問題点	  
　・ 惑星形成プロセスが定まっていない	  


